2020 Ohio State Fair Dog Show Classes
All Entries EXCEPT Agility and Poster MUST BE MADE ONLINE BY MIDNIGHT JUNE 20!
Agility Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 20 Postmark
Poster Entry Deadline: Wednesday, July 1

Saturday, August 8
Agility (Coliseum)
(Jumpers, Standard, Mad-Shape-Dash)

Monday, August 3
Buckeye Building will not open until 10:00am for exhibitors. Show Begins at 12:00pm.
Rally Novice A Drill Team (4-9 members)
Rally Novice B Freestyle Singles
Rally Intermediate A Freestyle Pairs
Rally Intermediate B Freestyle Sassy Seniors
Rally Advanced
Rally Excellent

Tuesday, August 4
Showmanship Junior A Rally Novice A
Showmanship Junior B Rally Novice B
Showmanship Intermediate A Rally Intermediate A
Showmanship Intermediate B Rally Intermediate B
Showmanship Senior A Rally Advanced
Showmanship Senior B Rally Excellent
You & Your Dog Junior
You & Your Dog Intermediate
You & Your Dog Senior Dog Skillathon

Wednesday, August 5
Beginner Novice A Rally Novice A
Beginner Novice B Rally Novice B
Pre-Novice Rally Intermediate A
Pre-Novice Team Rally Intermediate B
Assistance Dogs Rally Advanced
4-H PetPALS Rally Excellent
AKC Trick Dog Novice
AKC Trick Dog Intermediate
AKC Trick Dog Advanced
AKC Canine Good Citizen

Thursday, August 6
Preferred Novice (New Class) Rally Novice A
Novice A Rally Novice B
Novice B Rally Intermediate A
Graduate Novice A Rally Intermediate B
Graduate Novice B Rally Advanced
Open A Rally Excellent
Open B AKC Trick Dog Novice
Graduate Open A AKC Trick Dog Intermediate
Graduate Open B AKC Trick Dog Advanced
Utility A AKC Canine Good Citizen
Utility B Poster Awards
Brace Dog Achievement Program Recognition
Advanced Team